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Executive summary

You need to ensure your
storage infrastructure gives you
a robust and flexible foundation
for implementing virtualisation.

When you’re battling to adapt to the new world of apps,
mobility, big data and cloud, virtualisation gives you serious
firepower. But releasing the potency of virtualisation means
addressing any weaknesses in your storage infrastructure.
If you’ve got outdated storage, you’re likely to face problems in a virtualised environment.
In this paper we explain why limitations in storage infrastructure often lead to greater
management complexity, performance issues and increased storage costs.
To reap the benefits that virtualisation can offer, you need to ensure your storage
infrastructure gives you a robust and flexible foundation. Within the paper we explain why
you need to focus on more than just bytes and IOPS when upgrading your storage platforms,
and suggest three key factors that are vital for a virtualisation-ready storage infrastructure:

Ease of management

Eliminating admin overhead and cost

Converged architectures

Reducing performance bottlenecks and management complexity

Choice of technology

Meeting the breadth of user requirements while delivering the optimum
combination of performance and cost
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Introduction
It’s a battle, and
virtualisation is one
of your key weapons.

Don’t let outdated storage hold you back
As an IT professional, keeping your company competitive means being able to
simultaneously tackle three challenges:
1. Fostering innovation
2. Delivering agility
3. Managing escalating costs
You’re under pressure to adapt to a new style of business – one based on a world of
apps, mobility, big data and cloud. It’s a battle, and virtualisation is one of your key
weapons. If you’re serious about staying competitive, you need to be serious about
embracing virtualisation.
The new technology landscape

Apps

Cloud

Virtualisation

Mobility

70%

Virtualisation has surpassed
70% of all x86 server workloads,
according to the Gartner Group.

Big data

Many organisations have already invested big money in virtualising their server
estates. According to the Gartner Group1, virtualisation has now surpassed 70% of all
x86 server workloads.
Just as telling is TechNavio’s forecast that the Global Server Virtualisation market will
grow at a CAGR of 28.10% over the period 2013-2018.2
There’s no doubting that business is embracing virtualisation. But there’s a huge question
mark over how much value you can gain from virtualisation if your storage infrastructure
isn’t up to scratch. Most legacy storage systems simply can’t keep up with the demands of
server and client virtualisation, yet storage remains the critical part of the equation that’s
often overlooked.
If you simply press ahead with your virtualisation initiatives without refreshing your storage
infrastructure, you’ll not only fail to achieve many of the benefits you’re aiming for, but you
also risk increasing your costs and reducing your flexibility – the complete opposite of what
you’re after.

Magic Quadrant for x86 Server Virtualization
Infrastructure, Gartner, Jun 2014
2
Global Server Virtualization
Market 2014-2018,TechNavio, 2014
1 
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Get fit for purpose

Virtualisation introduces
greater complexity into the
datacentre – particularly
the storage environment.

Every virtualised environment will only perform as well as its weakest component, and
in many environments that component is storage. So if you’ve got outdated storage
architecture, you need to interrogate whether it’s fit for purpose.
Virtual Machines (VMs) run on hosts, but they live on storage. Storage is the foundation of
any virtualised environment. And storage is the only resource that’s not local to a host – it’s
shared by many hosts and, historically, it’s the slowest resource compared to others such as
CPU and memory.
When you’ve got diverse workloads from many different VMs being mixed together, the I/O
blender effect can put your storage array under extreme stress.

Facing up to storage failings
If you run with outdated storage in a virtualised environment, you’re likely to run into some
serious roadblocks. Typical problems you’ll face include:
Greater management complexity
Virtualisation introduces greater complexity into the datacentre – particularly the storage
environment – and increased management complexity is one of the biggest challenges
you’ll have to address.
You’re likely to find that your IT administrators are spending an excessive amount of time
configuring and managing your storage to meet the demands of your virtual environment.
And because these tasks are so complex, they’re not only time-consuming, they’re also
error-prone if you’re using general purpose storage.
It’s also important to appreciate that legacy storage products were often designed to
operate as stand-alone units – they lack interoperability with other storage systems and will
typically incorporate their own individual management console. So it’s no surprise that so
many organisations end up with numerous, inefficient storage silos as part of their IT estate.

Many businesses continue to add numerous, inefficient storage silos

70%

of IT resources are consumed with
managing ongoing IT operations

Added to which, manual storage provisioning, poor visibility of current systems and complex
backup and recovery processes all pile on extra, unwanted complexity and admin overheads.
If you’re facing this sort of scenario, you’re likely to find yourself needing to employ more
and more IT administrators just to manage the storage environment. Or, if you lack enough
people to do the job, you can end up buying more and more storage to meet demand – which
means yet more cost increases.

30%
of IT resources are involved in
new initiatives and innovation

This greater management complexity is one of the main reasons why surveys commonly find
that 70% of IT resources are consumed on managing ongoing IT operations, and only 30% on
new initiatives and innovation.
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21%
21% more respondents
than in the previous year
cited storage performance
as a key pain point.3

Performance issues
Given that a virtual environment can only operate at the speed of its slowest resource –
which very often is storage – IT professionals are increasingly citing storage performance
as a problem. As 451Research found in their 2014 storage survey, 21% more respondents
than in the previous year cited storage performance as a key pain point. This was especially
so in server and desktop virtualisation scenarios.3
It’s increasingly clear that legacy storage performance often struggles to meet virtual server
requirements, and is unable to deliver the speed of access that users demand. Workloads
in a virtualised environment are unpredictable, with random and frequently occurring
I/O. These can place huge additional demands on older storage systems that were never
designed to cope with such volumes of requests.

Customer challenge
Microsoft Lync is an example of a virtualised application that
can put storage infrastructure under severe strain. There’s
a common misconception that Lync, as a communications
tool, has a very low storage requirement. That’s not the
case. One HP customer who was experiencing problems with
storage performance found that by turning off their four Lync
‘logging’ servers, they instantly freed up 25K IOPS on the
storage array. That’s 25K IOPS for a system that supposedly
doesn’t really have any storage requirements!
Increasing storage costs
Growing storage complexity and mounting data requirements lead to increases in both
capital and operating expenditures. At best, this dilutes the cost savings achieved through
virtualisation. At worst, it actually eliminates any savings.
Storage inefficiencies caused by inadequate management tools and siloed resources
mean that, in many datacentres, only 25-35% of capacity is actually storing real data.
As data volumes grow, the only option is to add on more storage. But more storage
doesn’t just equate to increased hardware costs. It also results in additional expenditures
associated with increased datacentre space, power and cooling, hardware support and
software licensing.
If you’re concerned about your carbon footprint, storage inefficiencies become an even
more significant problem.

Growing
storage
complexity

TheInfoPro Storage Wave 18, 451 Research,
2014

3 

Mounting
data
requirements

Increasing
costs
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Embrace virtualisation
without limitations
You need storage that can
deliver the availability,
efficiency, manageability
and performance required
by virtual environments.

Maximising the benefits of virtualisation is directly dependent on having the right storage
foundation. You need storage that can deliver the availability, efficiency, manageability and
performance required by virtual server, desktop and private cloud environments.
The good news is that today’s storage technologies offer significant scalability, performance
and cost advantages over legacy systems. But it’s important to appreciate that a storage
infrastructure that enables you to realise the benefits of virtualisation is about more than
bytes and IOPS. You need to focus on achieving three key objectives when refreshing your
storage infrastructure:

Ease of management
To eliminate complexity and cost, it’s vital that you can easily gain full visibility of your entire
storage estate and manage it as a single entity (rather than as lots of disparate, fragmented
elements). This means being able to manage everything via common management tools and
a single management console. Without that, it’s impossible to eliminate the admin overhead,
storage siloes and inefficiencies that can seriously undermine any virtualisation initiative.

Converged architectures
One HP customer
achieved:

98%
less admin

x2

VM density

40%

better VM
performance

60%

reduced footprint

Having converged storage architecture is key to reducing the bottlenecks and complexities
that plague traditional monolithic storage platforms. It removes the boundaries between
your server, storage and networking resources. A converged architecture that’s based
on modular, standardised platforms and common components is ideal for virtualised
environments – it enables improved sharing of resources and easier administration.

Choice of technology
To meet the breadth of user requirements while delivering the optimum combination of
performance and cost, any sizeable storage estate needs a mix of technologies. Some
applications will require the speed of an all-flash array; while for long-term archiving, tape
storage may still have a role to play. So you need to work with vendors who can offer you
not just a wide choice of storage technologies, but choices that are all based on common
components as part of a converged architecture.
Fortunately, the storage solutions available today deliver massive improvements in their
ability to support virtualised environments. Organisations that are refreshing their storage
infrastructures are seeing major cost, performance and ease of management benefits.
A typical example is our customer, Thames River Capital. By replacing their legacy SAN
storage infrastructure with HP 3PAR Utility Storage, the company achieved:
• 98% reduction in storage administration time
• Double VM density and 60% reduction in server footprint
• 40% increase in VM performance
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Summary
New generation storage
solutions offer improved
performance, reduced costs
& increased business agility.

As an IT professional, you already know you can’t afford to ignore the potential benefits of
virtualisation. It’s important also to understand that you can’t afford to ignore the limitations
of outdated storage systems when embracing virtualisation. Especially given that today’s
storage technologies not only offer dramatic improvements in their ability to support
virtualised environments, but also deliver numerous other advantages over legacy products.
From improved performance and reduced costs to increased business agility, you can look
forward to a much brighter tomorrow with today’s new generation of storage solutions.

How HP helps
Next-generation architectures from HP Converged Storage enhance and simplify any
virtualised client or server project. HP Converged Storage is based on the principle of
Polymorphic Simplicity – a modern architecture united by a single design but capable
of being deployed in many shapes and sizes to meet different needs.
In a virtualised environment, HP Converged Storage solutions can help you:
• Deliver a virtualised platform that gets you up and running in under 15 minutes
•	Achieve consistent performance at scale with dynamic and unpredictable
workloads
• Double VM density and cut capacity requirements in half – guaranteed*
•	Virtualise Tier-1 applications with confidence – now you can maximise availability
without compromising performance
• Reduce administration with integration into virtualisation management tools
HP’s Converged Storage solutions include:
•	HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage – the only primary storage architecture you’ll ever
need. See website >
•	HP StoreOnce Backup – the fastest, most flexible disk backup and recovery in
the industry. See website >
• HP MSA Storage – entry-level storage to maximise your budget. See website >
•	HP StoreVirtual Storage – scale from virtual to physical as your business grows.
See website >

*
Subject to customer qualification and compliance with the Get Virtual Guarantee Terms and Conditions, which will be
provided to you by your HP Sales or Channel Partner representative.

Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated
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